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Abbey Home Farm

Introduction
Plan-A were invited by a former client to advise in respect
of proposals for a new ancillary daycare nursery facility
at Abbey Home Farm and to manage the corresponding
planning application process. The nursery proposal was
intended to cater primarily for existing staff and visitors
to the farm site, assisting with both the retention of
staff whilst also providing additional local employment
opportunities.

The Site
Abbey Home Farm lies approximately 1 mile to the
north-east of Cirencester and is run as a social enterprise
business following its conversion from a conventional
farm to organic production in 1991. The farm prides
itself on self-sufficiency and quality; selling and serving
local organic produce and generating electricity on site
from a number of sustainable sources. It also hosts
residential educational visits to the farm and holds
a number of open days, courses and farm walks for
members of the public.
In further developing previous farm diversification measures, the daycare nursery facility was seen as an opportunity to
offer a unique environment in which young children could socialise, learn and develop. Furthermore, with an ever-increasing
emphasis on outdoor play, the nursery would be sited in an ideal rural environment offering interaction with farm animals and
experience of life on a working farm.

Our Approach
Having advised that permitted development rights allowed for
conversion of an agricultural building to use as a child nursery,
it was established that there were no buildings of a suitable
size, scale or location available at the farm. Therefore, a newbuild development was the only possible means of providing the
proposed nursery facility.
Working in conjunction with the client and scheme architect, a site
was identified which lay at the southern edge of the existing built
development associated with the farm. Whilst set within its own
undeveloped grounds, the site was well related to existing site
facilities and car parking and was specifically designed to ensure
that it would have no detrimental impact on the wider landscape of
the AONB.
Once the siting and design of the nursery had been confirmed,
Plan-A prepared a supporting statement which set out the planning
merits of the proposal whilst also confirming that it was in full
accordance with all relevant planning policy requirements. Following
submission of the application, the only consultation response
received was from the Highway Authority who confirmed that,
although the proposal would generate a high-volume of car-based
trips, these would generally be of short duration and/or be linked
with other existing journeys. Therefore, no objections were raised
on highway grounds and, in the absence of any other concerns,
planning permission was granted under the planning case officer’s
delegated authority.

